the two axioms:
CM (1) x(x9 = P-' (XX)P, CM (2) y-'xy = xv for all x, y E X, p E P. A morphism f: (X, &+(Z, i) of crossed P-modules is a morphism f: X+2 of groups such that if = x andfpreserves the P-action, i.e. f (x-") = (fx)", x EX, p E P. So we have a category of crossed P-modules.
It is known that this category is cocomplete; an explicit description of pushouts is given in [3] , and of colimits in [4] . Here we consider coproducts in more detail.
Let (X, x), (A, a) be crossed P-modules. The free product X*A of the groups X, A inherits a P-action and a morphism 8: X*A +P satisfying property CM (1) . In the terminology of [5] , the pair (X*A, 0) is a precrossed P-module. To obtain from this a crossed P-module, one factors by the Pei@r group [5] ; this is the subgroup of X*A generated by the Peiffer elements h -'k -'hkeh, h, kEX*A.
Now modulo these Peiffer elements one has in X * A the rule xayb s xyaub x,y~X, a,bEA, which suggests the'relevance of the semi-direct product XA. * In order to simplify the notation we let X act on A via x, and A act on X via a (and via the given actions of P). This means that in evaluating a term such as axby, a, b E A, x, y E X, the product xby is an abbreviation of (Xx)(ab)(u ). Hence xby is here also equal to bxby, by the crossed module rules.
With these conventions, the semi-direct product XA has multiplication (x, ah b) = (XY, aYb)
x,y~X, a,bEA, and P-action (x, aY = (xp, a?,
PEP.
Let i: X -XA, j: A -XA be the two injections x -(x, l), a -(1, a). Let d': XA -P be (x, a) -(xx)(aa).
PROPOSITION. (i)
Thefunction d' is a P-morphism of P-groups, so that (XA, a') is a precrossed P-module, (ii) If (C, y) is any crossed P-module, and f: X -C, g: A -C are morphisms of precrossed P-modules, then there is a unique morphism h = ( f, g): XA -C of groups such that hi = f, hj = g. Also yh -d', and h is a P-morphism. by CM (1) This proves a' a morphism of groups. Also if p E P then
so that a' is a P-morphism.
(ii) Since (x, a) = (x, l)(l, a), if h exists, it must be given by h(x, a) = (fx)(gu). With this formula h(-? a) KY, 6) = (fx)ka)(fy )@)
by CM (2) So h is the unique morphism of groups such that hi =f, hj = g. 
THEOREM. The crossed P-module (X 0 A, a) with the two morphisms i, j above is the coproduct of the crossed P-modules (X, x) and (A, u).
Proof. This is immediate from Propositions 2.1, 2.3. q
Our next aim is to identify Ker(a: X0 A -P). To this end, form the pull-back square

Xx,A2:
A so that X xp A = {(x, a) E X x A: xx = au)}. Let P operate diagonally on X x p A, and let X, A operate on X xp A via x and (Y, respectively. For (x, a), ( y,
Hence X xp A is a crossed module over each of X, A and P (the latter via K = xx' = crcu'). Define the function
and write (x, a) for h(x, a). We write (X, A) for the subgroup of X xp A generated by the elements (x, a) for xE X, a EA.
PROPOSITION.
There is an exact sequence of P-groups and Ker X @ Ker LY = A. So the conditions of (2.11) for d: P o A -P to be injective are here satisfied if and only if A is generated by the elements (a-')ra, a E A, p E P. Note also that the composite Jj: A -P o A -P is just a; which is zero. So if d: P o A -P is injective then j = 0: A-PoA.
We now write A additively. An example where A is generated by the elements a -ar, a E A, p E P is when A is obtained from a P-module B by factoring out the submodule generated by elements 2b -b'@ where b ranges over a set of generators of B as P-module, and t(b) E P. In particular, if P is the infinite (multiplicative) cyclic group on a generator t, and B = ZP is the group-ring of P considered as P-module, we can factor B by the submodule generated by 2 -t( = 26 -6' where b = 1) to obtain a P-module A. Then A is isomorphic to the additive group of rational numbers m/2", m E Z, n 2 0, so that A is non-zero (This special case is essentially due to Adams 2.14. Remark. The construction of the coproduct X 0 A as a quotient of X * A may be found in [9] , p. 428. 
THEOREM (Brown-Higgins).
Zf the connected CW-complex K is the union of where m, n, p, q E Z. (This presentation was found by Gordon, and was communicated to me by Lickorish. I am grateful to Professor Gordon for permission to include it here.) Let P be the free group {x, y > and let M, N be the normal closures in P of each of the relators. Then P = MN, since P presents the trivial group (see 3.9 below). Now Q = P/M, are triviaLby Lyndon's Identity Theorem. Also one verifies easily that H,P-*H,Q 0 H,R is an isomorphism. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that M fl N = [M, N].
3.9. Remark. For completeness we include a proof (due to Holt but similar to Gordon's proof) that P of 3.8 presents the trivial group. We work in P/MN, first by a change of convention, writing the relations as x = x _"y"x"y -* y = x -pyqxpy-q.
(1) From (3) and (4) we deduce x("+')'~ commutes with xPym and hence with y". But ymm conjugates xCn+ 'Yq to X(n+')Ym'nP and so x("+'~~'~ = 1. Conjugating repeatedly by y-" gives xp = 1, and then y = 1 from (2) and x = 1 from (1).
3.10. Remark. Special cases (e.g. m =p = 2, n = q = 1) of the example have been considered as possible counter examples to the Andrews-Curtis conjecture [8] , and this is one of the reasons for presenting the example in detail.
